ABSTRACT. Let F be the free metabelian Lie algebra of finite rank m over a field K of characteristic 0. The automorphism group Aut F is considered with respect to a topology called the formal power series topology and it is shown that the group of tame automorphisms (automorphisms induced from the free Lie algebra of rank m) is dense in Aut F for m > 4 but not dense for m = 2 and m = 3. At a more general level, we study the formal power series topology on the semigroup of all endomorphisms of an arbitrary (associative or non-associative) relatively free algebra of finite rank m and investigate certain associated modules of the general linear group GL m (AT). 
dense in Aut L m /L^ for all m > 4 but is not dense when m = 3. In particular L 3 / L" has non-tame automorphisms.
Since the completion of our work we have been informed by Yu. A. Bahturin that he and S. Nabiyev have now proved that L m /L^ has non-tame automorphisms for all m > 2 [6] . This nicely supplements our main result and shows that no exact analogue exists of the group theoretic results.
In order to study AutL m /L^ we develop techniques which apply in a wider setting. We investigate the endomorphisms of arbitrary finitely generated relatively free algebras over K. The relevant background on relatively free algebras is described in Section 1. Our techniques are based on a combination of the methods of Anick [ 1 ] and Drensky and Gupta [9] . Anick considered the formal power series topology on the set of endomorphisms of the polynomial algebra K[x\,... ,x m ]. He proved that the endomorphisms with invertible Jacobian matrix form a closed subset J and that the group of tame automorphisms is dense in /. Drensky and Gupta applied the representation theory of GL m (K) to investigate the automorphisms of relatively free nilpotent Lie algebras. We shall develop some of these ideas further.
Let It be any variety of algebras over K, let F = F m (U) be the relatively free algebra of II of rank m, and let E = End F be the semigroup of all algebra endomorphisms of F. 1. Relatively free algebras. Throughout this paper K will be a field of characteristic 0. By an "algebra" we shall mean a vector space R over K endowed with a multiplication which satisfies the left and right distributive laws and the law a{r\r2) -(ar\)r2 = r\ (ar2) for all n, r2 G R, a G K. (Thus R is non-unitary and need not be commutative or associative.) Let d\ be the class of all algebras and denote by F0R) the absolutely free algebra freely generated by the countable set {JCI,JC2, ...}. Thus the elements of F0R) may be regarded as polynomials without constant terms in non-commuting and non-associative variables. For each positive integer ra, F m 0R) denotes the subalgebra of F(SK) generated by {x\,... ,x m }.
Iff -f{x\,... 9 x m ) E F(9t) we say that/ is a polynomial identity of an algebra R if/(n,..., r m ) -0 for all n,..., r m G R. For a given subset W of F(d\), the class 11 of all algebras in which all elements of W are polynomial identities is called the variety of algebras defined by W. The set T(tt) of all elements of F(9t) which are polynomial identities of all algebras of U is an ideal invariant under all endomorphisms of F0R).
The quotient algebra F(U) -F(d\)/T(\\)
is the so-called relatively free algebra of 11 of countable rank, freely generated by the set {vi, V2, • •.} where yi = x\ +7(11) for all i. Since K is infinite we may see by a Vandermonde determinant argument that F m (W) H 7X11) = 0(F w (9ft) (ik) H 7(11)).
*>i
Thus we may write F as a sum of homogeneous components, F = ©£>! F (^, where
and F(jt) is the subspace of F spanned by all monomials of total degree kiny\,...,y m . Each element/ of F may be written uniquely in the form/ = T,k>if(k) with/*) £ F w for all k and f k ) = 0 for all but finitely many k. We say that f k ) is the homogeneous component of/ of degree &. Similarly, for any m-tuple a -(ai,..., a m ) of non-negative integers we write F a = F (a] . ^w ) for the multi-homogeneous component corresponding to a; that is, the subspace of F spanned by all monomials of total degree a/ in yi for / = 1,..., m. Then, by similar arguments to those above, F = 0 a F a where a ranges over all m-tuples. Note that, for each positive integer k, F* = ©/>* F(/).
We write G for the general linear group GL m (K) and let G act in the natural way on the subspace F m ( s Jt)(i) of F m (3\) spanned by x\,..., x m . We extend this action so that G acts on F m (9î) by algebra automorphisms. Clearly the subspaces F m 0R)nT(Vi) and F m (dl\Q, k > 1, are G-invariant. Thus G acts as a group of automorphisms of F such that each F(£) is a A'G-submodule. From now on we assume that II is non-trivial, i.e., x\ ^ F(U). Thus F(i) has basis {yi,... ,y m } and F<D is the natural ATG-module. In particular G acts faithfully on F and we may regard G as a subgroup of Aut F. We write E = End F for the semigroup of all (algebra) endomorphisms of F.
For each integer k,k>2, let I k E be the set of endomorphisms of F which induce the identity map on F/ F k and write IE = hE. Thus
and each I k E is a subsemigroup of F. For </ >, t/; E £ and fc > 1 we write </ > =* -0 if <j> and 0 induce the same endomorphism on F/F* or, equivalently, </ >(>>; ) -0(y/) E F* for / = 1,..., m. It is easily verified that = k is a congruence on F. It will sometimes be convenient to regard elements of G as m x m matrices, corresponding to the ordered basis {y\,...,y m } of* F(i)-Since G Ç E we can let G act by conjugation on E. Then it is easily verified that each I k E is G-invariant and that if <j> and ip are elements of I k E satisfying </> = k+x ^ then g(f)g~l = k+i g\/jg~l for all g E G. Thus G acts on /*£/ =* +1 . It is also easy to see that the action of G on I k E/ = k+i commutes with multiplication by elements of K. Thus I k E/ = k +\ is a ATG-module.
The action of G on I k E/ = k+ \ is most easily written down using the map v k . Let </ > E I k E,g E G and i/*(<£) = (/!,... ,/ m ). Then i/* maps g(j)g~x to (g(fi),.. .,g{f m ))g~l. The proof we have given applies to any infinite field K (without need of our assumption that charK = 0) and is based on the proof of [9, Theorem 2.1].
Before proceeding further we need to summarise some information about KGmodules, particularly (finite dimensional) polynomial ^fG-modules (see [10] for basic facts and definitions). For an arbitrary integer n we write (det)" to denote a one-dimensional ATG-module which affords the representation g H-> (det g) n for all g G G (where 
It is easily verified that F^ is a homogeneous polynomial A'G-module of degree k. Thus F(k) can be decomposed as a direct sum of modules each of which is isomorphic to some N(X) with A G Part(&).
We shall be particularly interested in varieties of Lie algebras (see [5] ). Then, in all the above, we may replace 
2. Endomorphisms and automorphisms. We now return to the general situation where F = F m (ll) and 11 is a non-trivial variety of algebras. We shall continue to use all the notation of Section 1. In particular, E = End F and G -GL m (Â^).
We consider the topology on F corresponding to the series
that is, the topology in which the sets/ + Let E be the semigroup of all continuous endomorphisms of F. Then Lemma 2.1 shows that each element <j> of È corresponds uniquely to an element (</>(yi),..., </>(y m )) of the direct product F x • • • x F of m copies of F. Clearly the set È with the topology of this direct product may be identified with the completion of E and we call this topology on È the formal power series topology. Note also that E is a subsemigroup of Ê.
Because ft k) is the closure of/**,
the set of all elements of E which induce the identity map on F j F" k) . Thus E(~M k E -I k E
and I k E is the completion of I k E. We also write IE -hË.
LEMMA 2.2. IE is a group.
PROOF. Clearly IE is a subsemigroup of È. Let <j> G IE. Then it is easy to see that </ > induces the identity map on each factor F^/'ft k+l K Thus <j> induces an automorphism of F J ft k+X) . It follows that for each k there is an element <j> k of E such that </ ></ >* and (/ >*</ > induce the identity map on F/ft k+l \ The limit of the maps </> k is an inverse of </ > in IE. Thus each element of IE is invertible.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that each I k E is a normal subgroup of IE and the topology induced on IE from È is the same as the topology associated with the series IE -IjE I)
For each k > 2 we can extend the homomorphism */*: /^£ -> FS™ to a group homomorphism i/^: /*£ -> F^™ in the obvious way. Thus v k induces a group isomorphism v k . I k Ê/I k +iÊ -> F®™. For each k > 2 we write
Thus J^F = I k Ej = k+ \. Furthermore we can use the map v k to give I k E the structure of a vector space over K so that v k . I k E -• FSf is a vector space isomorphism. Since G Ç E Ç Ê, G acts by conjugation on F and /^F becomes a ATG-module. Clearly 7^£ and I k Ej = k+ [ are isomorphic as ATG-modules.
The following result is similar to several well known results and is straightforward to prove by direct calculation. We have to show that L(E) is a Lie algebra over
LEMMA 2.3. Let <f> G IjE and xjj
and let a G AT. In the notation of Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.4,
where </ >i G 7/Ê is defined by </>i(>>;) = yt + af, i = 1,..., m. Thus
a[(f>I j+ iÊ,i;I k+l Ê] = [acf)I j+ iÊ,i;I k+l Êl
and £(£) is a Lie algebra over K. It is easy to verify that the action of G on Ê by conjugation induces an action of G on L{E) by Lie algebra automorphisms. Note that, for <j> G IjE, 0 £ /*£, {<j>~1 tj)~l <j>i))Ij + kE depends only on the elements (</>(y*)) n and {^(yù) ( 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 77z£ mapping \i\IE -> I + S is a semigroup isomorphism such that, for all k>2, [i(I k E) -1 + 5 (/c_1) and fi(IA) is the set of invertible matrices of\+S.

Furthermore \i extends to a continuous group isomorphism ft: IE -> 1 + S.
PROOF. It is straightforward to check that \x is a semigroup monomorphism. By Since S is a graded associative algebra, S -@k>\ %)> it has the structure of a graded Lie algebra over K under the commutator operation defined by |>i, S2] = s\S2 -S2S\ for all s\,S2 G S.
PROPOSITION 3.3. For k>2,(i induces a semigroup epimorphism ji k : I k E -> %-D from I k E to the additive group S^-iy The maps \i k induce vector space isomorphisms fib'. I k E -> S(/t-i) and an isomorphism of graded Lie algebras from L(E) to S.
PROOF. Clearly (x(hÈ) = 1 + S
(k~l) for all k>2. There is a group homomorphism from 1 + 5 (/:_1) on to the additive group S(*_i) defined by 1 + W(*_i) + u^)
, where u^ G S^ for all /. This induces a group isomorphism^ from (1 +S {k~V) )/(\ +S {k) ) to %_i). Thus we obtain a group epimorphism /z*: 4Ê -• > %_!) and a group isomorphism fa: IfçE -^ 5(jt_i). It is easy to check that fa is a vector space isomorphism. Since ).
k>2
It is easy to prove that the maps 6 k give an isomorphism of graded Lie rings from L(\ + S) to S -®k>2 S{k-\y (One can calculate directly or use the logarithm map and the Campbell-Hausdorff formula.) Thus the maps jl k give an isomorphism of graded Lie rings from L(E) to S. Clearly this isomorphism is also an isomorphism of Lie algebras over K. By Proposition 3.2, IE = 1 + S. We next calculate the action of G on 1 + S which corresponds to the action of G by conjugation on IE. Let G act in the natural way on Q ( D and extend this action so that G becomes a group of unitary algebra automorphisms of £1. Let <j> G IE and /x(</>) = 1 + (/#). It is easy to see that, for all g G G, . From now on when we regard M or a subspace of M as a ATG-module it is always assumed that the G-action is the one just described. It is straightforward to prove the following fact.
LEMMA 3.4. The maps fa: I k E -> S(*-i), k > 2, are KG-module isomorphisms. Here S(ic-i) is a submodule ofM^-x) = £2(*-i) ®K M m (K).
We shall now summarise some properties of (finite dimensional) rational KGmodules. For the purposes of this paper we may define a rational ATG-module as one which is isomorphic to a module of the form (det)~n ®A: V where V is a polynomial module, n is a non-negative integer, and (det)~n is as defined in Section 1. Most of the properties of rational modules we need follow from elementary properties of polynomial modules as given in [10] .
For We shall now begin a detailed study of A = AutF. For </ > G 4F Ç I k E it will be convenient to write </ > = 04+1F to denote the corresponding element ofî k E.
For each element/ of the subalgebra F(j2,... ,3> m ) of F generated by y 2,. .. ,;y m we define ry G A by 7y(yi) = yi +/ and Tfiyi) -yi (i ^ 1). By the description of AutL m given in the introduction, each 7y is tame and the group T of tame automorphisms of F is generated by G together with the set of elements ry-. by G together with those 7y for which/ is homogeneous of degree at least 2. Since gTf = (gTfg~l)g for all g G G, 7 can be written as a product of subgroups,
Since IT H G = {1} it follows that iT=(gT f gl :geG 9 fe U^2,...,y w ) ( A For k > 2 let P k be the KG-submodule of I k E generated by those elements ff for which/ G F(y 2 Hence det £/(</>) = 1 + (ra -1)^_ 1 (mod £l (k) ). On the other hand, by Proposition 3.2, /x(</>) is invertible and so det //(</>) is a unit of £2. This is a contradiction.
By Proposition 2.6, I k T is a ^G-submodule of î k A, k > 2. Our main task now is the calculation of these submodules. we have g^1' 1,0 * ^ {0}. Therefore it suffices to prove that {0} ^ [/^/^l 0,1,0 * Ç P 3 . We shall work in S( X ) and 5(2) (using Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4). Let V = p 2 (P 2 ) = /i2(M) Ç 5(i), (2) and D = /2 3 (ft) Ç S (2) . We wish to prove that {0} ^ C< u ' 0) Ç D.
Since . This holds for all </> E I3T and S0Î3T Ç P 3 . The result follows since P3 Ç 7 3 7 and g 3 ^ {0}.
We now obtain the main result of this section. 
